Internal waves arise in a wide array of oceanographic problems of both theoretical and engineering interest. In this contribution we present a new model, valid in the weakly nonlinear regime, for the propagation of disturbances along the interface between two ideal fluid layers of infinite extent and different densities. Additionally, we present a novel high-order/spectral algorithm for its accurate and stable simulation. Numerical validation results and simulations of wave-packet evolution are provided.
Introduction
An internal water-wave propagates along an interface between two fluids with varying densities due to variations in temperature and salinity [Lam93] . Internal waves are ubiquitous in the world's oceans and, as seen by satellite [Jac] , they have been observed to travel for hundreds of miles within the oceans. Internal waves are important both as a significant source of energy and momentum transportation, and in their interactions with ocean dynamics and topographies. In addition to their many engineering and other practical applications, they inspire many difficult questions in both theoretical and numerical analysis.
The classical formulation of the internal water-wave problem uses Euler's equations with kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions at the free interface. Well-known approximation models include, most notably, the Korteweg-de Vries, Benjamin-Ono, Boussinesq, Nonlinear Schrödinger, and Intermediate Long Wave equations [ND08, BLS08] . Alternatively, one could reformulate the classical system as a boundary integral equation, a Hamiltonian system, or as evolution equations involving operators (see, e.g., [HA09, CGK04] for recent examples).
This paper is a numerical study of time-dependent internal wave propagation and for this we focus on two-fluid systems which Koop & Butler [KB81] believe are sufficient to capture the physics of the problem. For simplicity, we neglect forces other than gravity and assume infinite extent in both the upper and lower layers, but we note that our method can easily be extended to include additional forces (e.g., surface tension), finite layers, and rigid-lid assumptions. The model derivation is based on a perturbative approach [Nic07] in the weakly nonlinear regime (see also [CC96, ND08] ) and our evolution equations govern interface variables involving interface integral operators, e.g., Dirichlet-Neumann operators (DNOs). The interface variables, first introduced by Benjamin & Bridges [BB97a, BB97b] and Craig & Groves [CG00] , are analogous to the surface variables identified by Zakharov [Zak68] for a Hamiltonian formulation of the classical single-fluid water-wave problem. The DNO, a linear operator that maps Dirichlet boundary data to Neumann boundary data [NR01] was introduced to the water-wave problem by Craig and Sulem [CS93] (see also the work of Milder [Mil91a, Mil91b] and Milder & Sharp [MS91, MS92] in the setting of electromagnetic scattering) to make Zakharov's formulation more explicit. The interface formulation is appealing for a number of reasons, not the least of which is that it reduces the problem dimension. In [CS93] Craig and Sulem used the new formulation to numerically simulate surface gravity waves. Our work is motivated by [CS93, CG00] and can be considered an extension of their work to the two-fluid case.
Given our model equations, the evolution of the internal wave is simulated by a Fourier collocation spectral method [GO77] in the spatial variable and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm [BF97] for time-stepping. The main effort lies with the approximation of the operators, and once this is accomplished, the numerical method is fast, highly accurate, and easy to implement. The full literature of numerical schemes to simulate the motion of a free surface or interface in the Euler equations of ideal fluid motion is far too vast to recapitulate here. For the interested reader we recommend the survey articles of [Mei78, Yeu82, TY96, SZ99, HW06] . This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2.1 we outline the classical formulation of the problem and in Section 2.2 we reformulate the problem in terms of interface variables and interface integral operators. In Section 2.3 we describe a Boundary Perturbation Method (the method of Operator Expansions-OE) to simulate the interface operators and, after nondimensionalizing, we present our model equations in Section 2.4. In Section 3.1 we describe our numerical method and in Section 3.2 we derive exact solutions that are used to test our code. We present numerical results in Section 4.
Derivation of the Model Equations

Equations of Motion
Consider two-dimensional ideal fluid flow in the deep ocean where an interface well below the ocean surface separates two layers of varying densities. Assume the fluids are immiscible with densities ρ and ρ (ρ > ρ ) in the top and bottom layers, respectively. Denoting the layer interface by y = η(x, t), we define the fluid domains in the upper and lower regions by
see Figure 1 . Recall that an ideal fluid is incompressible, irrotational, and inviscid [Lam93] , and that irrotationality implies that there exists a velocity potential in each region such that
where u and u are the velocities in the upper and lower layers, respectively. As a result of the incompressibility condition, the potential functions satisfy Laplace's equation in their domains of definition: To specify a unique solution we require lateral and vertical boundary conditions for our fluid flow. For the former we consider the classical λ-periodicity conditions
As we have assumed fluids of infinite extent, we specify that the velocity vanishes far from the interface:
The kinematic condition at the interface gives
The pressure balance, or Bernoulli's condition, at the interface produces
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. Collecting all of the constraints above, the full system of equations are given by
which should be supplemented with initial conditions for η, φ, and φ . 
Interface Variables and Dirichlet-Neumann Operators
where Φ(x, t) := φ(x, η(x, t), t), Φ (x, t) := φ (x, η(x, t), t), the weighted difference of the potentials on the interface. Benjamin & Bridges showed that the variables (η, ξ) form a canonical set of variables in a Hamiltonian formulation of this two-layer flow (c.f., [Zak68] ) and we use these as evolution variables in our study. To find evolution equations for these, we first introduce Dirichlet-Neumann Operators (DNOs) which relate normal derivatives of the potential at the interface to these new interface quantities. We recall [Mil91a, CS93, NR01] that a DNO maps Dirichlet data to Neumann data at the interface of a domain, and two which are useful here are
where the normal vector N = (−∂ x η, 1) T is exterior to the lower fluid domain and interior to the upper. With these definitions, (2.1c) and (2.1f) become
which also imply that the DNOs are equal (i.e., there can be no jump in the normal component of velocity at the interface). Using the definition of ξ, the linear properties of the DNO, and the equality of the DNOs, we have
Plugging (2.5) into (2.3) we arrive at two possible evolution equations for η:
Seeking an equation for the time evolution of ξ we compute
An application of the chain rule (and a substitution from (2.1g)) gives
If we replace ∂ t η by either of the terms in (2.6), then we simply need expressions for ∂ x φ and ∂ y φ in terms of η and ξ to close our system of equations. Another application of the chain rule delivers
and the equation (2.2b) gives the system
.
Consequently,
and, analogously,
Substituting (2.5), (2.8), and (2.9) into (2.7) yields an evolution equation for ξ:
(2.10)
Operator Expansions
The only specification remaining is the computation of the operators G(η), G (η), and B −1 (η). For this we choose a convenient and accurate Boundary Perturbation Method: the method of Operator Expansions (OE) [Mil91a, Mil91b, MS91, MS92, CS93] . This approach is based on the smooth dependence of the DNO upon sufficiently small boundary deformations, e.g., η(x, t) = η(x, t), 1.
More specifically, Coifman & Meyer [CM85] (see also Nicholls & Reitich [NR01] ) proved that the operators G and G are analytic functions of Lipschitz deformations η, so that they can be expanded as convergent Taylor series:
These results can be extended to the operators B and M := B −1 so that
The OE method delivers high order formulas for the Taylor series terms (e.g., G n ) which can then be used in a spectrally accurate approximation, for instance
The derivation of formulas for the G n have been given in a number of publications [Mil91a, CS93, NR01], but we include them up to order one for completeness. To begin, we note that φ p (x, y) = e ipx−|p|y , φ p (x, y) = e ipx+|p|y , are λ = 2π-periodic solutions of (2.1a)-(2.1b) and (2.1d)-(2.1e), respectively, for any integer p. Inserting φ p into the definition of the DNO G, (2.2b), we find
Using the Taylor series for G, (2.11), and expanding the exponentials in a Taylor series in , we obtain, after dropping the tildes,
Equating at order zero,
and at order one,
which, as we shall see, suffice for the purposes of this paper; higher order terms can be easily recovered if desired and useful formulas can be found in, e.g., [NR01] . Similar manipulations for φ and G reveal
If we define the Fourier multiplier D := (1/i)∂ x and write ξ as a Fourier series,
To find forms for the M n we use the fact that
which, upon expansion, can be written as
After two convolutions in perturbation order we have
and equating at order zero,
where D −1 := i dx. This integration operator is the right inverse of D, but is only the left inverse up to a constant. To render this a well-defined operator we restrict the range to the set of zero-mean functions. At order one,
(2.14)
As our eventual goal is to find a weakly nonlinear model accurate to order two, the following operator combinations (derived from (2.12), (2.13), & (2.14)) will serve our purposes:
Nondimensionalization
At this point it is convenient to nondimensionalize our nonlinear system of equations governing (η, ξ), (2.6) & (2.10). We select (2.6a) for the evolution of η and recall that we denoted the operator B −1 by M , so we have
Let L = λ/2π and a be a typical length and amplitude, respectively, and consider the classical scalings [Lam93] :
We scale time by the ratio of the linear wave speed and the length parameter,
where R := ρ /ρ is the (dimensionless) density ratio (0 < R < 1). The density-weighted potential difference is scaled as
and we define the dimensionless steepness parameter
Denoting the nonlinear terms on the right hand side of (2.15) by F and J, respectively, where
we can expand
where
We complete the derivation of our model by assuming that α 1, dropping the "bar" notation, and neglecting terms of order O(α 2 ). Thus, we arrive at our nondimensional weakly nonlinear model:
3 Numerical Method
Numerical Approximations
For a numerical approximation of solutions to (2.16) it is natural, in light of the lateral (λ = 2π) periodicity of solutions, to utilize a Fourier collocation approach [GO77] . In brief, we denote the equally spaced collocation points by
and approximate the solution (η(x, t), ξ(x, t)) by a (truncated) Fourier series of complex exponentials:
In requiring that the residual vanishes at the grid points, we enforce (2.16) at the collocation points, x j , which results in a system of (2N x ) ordinary differential equations for the η Nx (x j , t) and ξ Nx (x j , t). These we approximate with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme [BF97] which delivers approximate solutions at the time levels
Derivatives and Fourier multipliers are applied in Fourier space, e.g.,
Products are performed pointwise in physical space and the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), accelerated by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, is used to transform between physical and Fourier space [GO77] .
Exact Solutions for Convergence Study
To test our algorithm we examine temporal and spatial convergence against exact solutions of the linearized equations ((2.16) with O(α) terms eliminated) and an exact traveling wave solution of the full model equations (2.16). These exact solutions are derived in the following two sections, and the convergence results are presented in Section 4.
Exact Solutions for Linear Water Waves
The linearization of (2.16) (where terms of order O(α) are ignored) is easily seen to be
which we denote the "Linear Model." Using the Fourier series representations of η and ξ leads to
whereη p andξ p are the p-th Fourier coefficients of η and ξ, respectively. Given initial conditions (η 0 (x), ξ 0 (x)), it is not difficult to show that the exact solution for wavenumbers
where the dispersion relation is given by
At wavenumber p = 0 we have the formulas
Traveling Wave Solutions
To find a class of exact solutions to the full set of model equations, (2.16), we begin by changing to a reference frame moving uniformly with velocity c ∈ R. Seeking steady solutions in this frame will yield traveling wave solutions which satisfy
To find solutions to (3.3), we expand the solution (η, ξ, c) in Taylor series in the (small) parameter α:
Inserting these expansions (3.4), which can be shown to be strongly convergent, into (3.3) we equate at matching orders of α. At order n = 0 we find
or, alternatively,
To obtain a non-trivial solution, A c 0 ,p must be singular, that is, the determinant function
To arrange this we select a non-zero wavenumber p 0 , and then choose
With the pair (c 0 , p 0 ), we can solve (3.5) to find a non-trivial solution:
for any β ∈ C. As we wish to have real-valued solutions, at wavenumber p = −p 0 we select the complex conjugate:û We note that this is no great restriction as it is the gradient of the potential which is important in the evolution equations so any constant term is effectively meaningless. When p = 0, ±p 0 , A c 0 ,p is non-singular and the unique solution is trivial:
At order n > 0, (3.3) implies
Appealing to the Fourier series for (η n , ξ n ) we can express this as
Given our choice of c 0 , the matrix A c 0 ,p is, of course, singular at wavenumbers p = ±p 0 . Additionally, A c 0 ,0 is also singular, so in order to solve (3.6) we consider three cases: p = ±p 0 , p = 0, and p = 0, ±p 0 . In more detail:
1. [Case 1: p = ±p 0 ] As we have mentioned, A c 0 ,p 0 is singular, however, the undetermined parameter c n can be used to find a solution. To ensure consistency of the system we pick:
For uniqueness, we implement Stokes' strategy (see [NR05, NR06] ) by requiring that η n be L 2 -orthogonal toη 0 . Sinceη 0,p = 0 for all p = ±p 0 this condition amounts tô η n,p 0 =η n,−p 0 = 0.
With these choicesξ 
and, as A c 0 ,p is non-singular, this can be solved uniquely:
Numerical Results
To begin we validate our code by studying convergence of our numerical solutions to the exact solutions we derived in the previous section, (3.2) or (3.4). Denoting either of these two families of exact solutions by {η exact , ξ exact }. We measure the errors
where T = N t (∆t) is the final time of our simulation. For all simulations we choose the values T = 10, λ = 2π, while the initial conditions for the Linear Model (3.1) are
and the traveling wave found in Section 3.2.2 serves as the initial condition for the weakly nonlinear model (2.16). The traveling wave solution is approximated by
for which we set N = 20 and α = 0.01. 
Temporal Convergence
To examine temporal convergence we determine the errors for a fixed, highly resolved, spatial discretization N x = 64 (∆x ≈ 0.09817), as ∆t is refined. For physical parameters we choose λ = 2π, T = 10, ρ = 1, ρ = 2, p 0 = 1, α = 0.01, and use N = 20 for the traveling wave solutions. The Runge-Kutta time-stepping algorithm has a global error of O((∆t) 4 ) [BF97] , therefore we should observe a slope of four on a loglog plot of error versus ∆t. Using a least squares algorithm to fit our "experimental" data we find values that are almost exactly four. Figures 2 and 3 further demonstrate that the desired slope was achieved for the Linear Model and traveling waves, respectively. In Tables 1 and 2 we present the raw data of these experiments. 
Spatial Convergence
For our investigation of spatial convergence we fix the temporal discretization to the highly resolved value N t = 4000 (∆t = 0.0025) and simulate solutions for N x = 2 j , j = 2, ..., 6. Once again we select λ = 2π, T = 10, ρ = 1, ρ = 2, p 0 = 1, α = 0.01, and N = 20 for the traveling waves. In our simulations we find the spectral convergence results that such methods generate for smooth solutions [GO77] . The error results are presented graphically in Figures 4 and 5 , and as raw data in Tables 3 and 4 . 
Weakly Nonlinear Model
To conclude our numerical experiments we examine the wave-packet profiles considered by Craig & Sulem [CS93] in their seminal work on OE methods for the classical single-fluid water-wave problem. For this we specify the nondimensional initial data
with α = 0.01. In these simulations we select a final time of T = 10 and numerical parameters N t = 4000 and N x = 128 (∆t = 0.0025 and ∆x ≈ 0.04909) which deliver excellent accuracy and stability. To validate these computations we compute the total energy (Hamiltonian) of our model system. To obtain this we recall [CG00] that the Hamiltonian of the full set of evolution equations (2.15) is
where the first term is the kinetic energy of the system and the second gives the potential energy. The total energy for solutions of our model system (2.16) can be recovered by nondimensionalization and retaining only terms in the expansion of the operators to order one, resulting in
We define the relative energy defect by E error := |H(η 0 (x), ξ 0 (x)) − H(η(x, T ), ξ(x, T ))| H 0 (η 0 (x), ξ 0 (x)) , and display in Table 5 values of this error measure after T = 10 units of time. We notice that as the nonlinear parameter α is increased to 0.1 our code becomes somewhat unreliable and some type of filtering mechanism is required (as it was in the work of Craig & Sulem [CS93] ). We conclude by choosing values of the density parameters suggested by the literature (see Mercier, Vasseur, and Dauxios [MVD11] ). For this we select λ = 2π, T = 10, ρ = 1.0079, ρ = 1.0201, p 0 = 1, α = 0.01, and set N x = 128 and N t = 4000. In Figures 6 and 7 we depict the evolution of η and ξ, respectively, as t increases from t 0 = 0 to T = 10 which qualitatively shows the same behavior observed by Craig & Sulem [CS93] for the classical water-wave problem. Disclaimer: This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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